The rhodafluor family. An initial study of potential ratiometric fluorescent sensors for Zn2+.
A new class of ratiometric Zn(2+) sensors that employ a hybrid fluorescein and rhodamine fluorophore has been designed, and two members of the rhodafluor family of sensors, RF1 and RF2, have been synthesized. The preparation of RF1 (9-(o-carboxyphenyl)-2-chloro-6-[bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amino]-3-xanthanone, Rhodafluor-1), uses conventional synthetic methods. Elaboration of the RF1 synthesis in an effort to enhance the Zn(2+) affinity was unsuccessful, so palladium-catalyzed aryl amination was applied to prepare RF2 (1-[9'-(o-carboxyphenyl)-6'-amino-2'-chloro-3'-xanthanone]-4,10-(diethyl)-7-(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane, Rhodafluor-2). The key step in the synthesis of RF2 is coupling of a triprotected tetraazamacrocycle (cyclen) to 3-bromoanisidine. RF2 binds Zn(2+) with a dissociation constant of 13.5 microM accompanied by an approximately 50% increase in quantum yield. Although only small shifts in absorption wavelength were observed, because protonation of the amino nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle prevents the uncomplexed sensor from adopting the desired mesomer, the intensity doubling makes the probe of value for immediate application in situations where our previous tight binding (<1 nM) sensors are inadequate.